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Abstract—Even though many approaches have been proposed for entity resolution (ER), it remains very challenging to enforce quality
guarantees. To this end, we propose a r isk-aware HUman-Machine cOoperation framework for ER, denoted by r-HUMO. Built on the
existing HUMO framework, r-HUMO similarly enforces both precision and recall guarantees by partitioning an ER workload between
the human and the machine. However, r -HUMO is the first solution that optimizes the process of human workload selection from a risk
perspective. It iteratively selects human workload by real-time risk analysis based on the human-labeled results as well as the
pre-specified machine metric. In this paper, we first introduce the r-HUMO framework and then present the risk model to prioritize the
instances for manual inspection. Finally, we empirically evaluate r-HUMO’s performance on real data. Our extensive experiments show
that r-HUMO is effective in enforcing quality guarantees, and compared with the state-of-the-art alternatives, it can achieve desired
quality control with reduced human cost.
Index Terms—Entity Resolution, Human-Machine Cooperation, Risk Analysis, Quality Guarantee.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
E NTITY resolution (ER) usually refers to identifying the rela-tional records that correspond to the same real-world entity.
A challenging task due to incomplete and dirty data, ER has been
extensively studied in the literature [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11]. Unfortunately, it remains very challenging
to enforce quality guarantees on ER. The approach based on
active learning [12], [13] can maximize recall while ensuring a
pre-specified precision level. More recently, a HUman-Machine
cOoperation framework [14], [15], denoted by HUMO, has been
proposed to enforce more comprehensive quality guarantees at
both precision and recall fronts. HUMO enables a flexible mecha-
nism for quality control by partitioning an ER workload between
the human and the machine. It automatically labels easy instances
by the machine while assigning more challenging ones to the
human. For instance, given a metric of record pair similarity, the
pairs with high or low similarities can be automatically labeled by
the machine with high accuracy. However, the pairs with medium
similarities may require human inspection because labeling them
either way by machine would introduce considerable errors. The
optimization objective of HUMO is to minimize the required
human cost given the user-specified precision and recall levels.
HUMO measures the hardness of an ER instance pair by a pre-
specified machine metric and performs human workload selection
in batch mode. It first groups the pairs into subsets by their metric
values and then assigns the subsets between the human and the
machine. As a result, all the pairs with similar metric values in
a subset would be either automatically labeled by the machine or
manually labeled by the human. However, it can be observed that
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due to the limitation of machine metrics, even though two pairs
have similar metric values, their risks of being mislabeled by the
machine may be vastly different.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of workload partition
between the human and the machine from a risk perspective. Since
human workload selection can be performed in an interactive
manner, human input, which consists of the human-labeled pairs
in our example, can be naturally used for risk analysis to prioritize
pairs for human inspection. Our idea is to iteratively pick up more
risky pairs from a given subset of pairs for human inspection
such that the remaining pairs in the subset can achieve overall
higher machine-labeling accuracy. With human effort spent on
more risky pairs, the required human cost for quality guarantees
can be effectively reduced. As HUMO, the proposed risk-aware
framework, r-HUMO, is to some extent motivated by the success
of the existing crowdsourcing solutions for ER [16], [17], [18],
[19]. The work on crowdsourcing ER focused on how to make
the human work effectively and efficiently on a given workload.
HUMO and r-HUMO instead investigate how to partition a work-
load between the human and the machine such that a user-specified
quality requirement can be met.
The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
1) We propose a risk-aware human-machine cooperation frame-
work for ER, r-HUMO, which can enforce both precision
and recall guarantees. It is the first solution that optimizes the
process of human workload selection from a risk perspective.
2) We propose the technique of risk analysis for iterative human
workload selection. We present the risk model based on
modern portfolio investment theory to prioritize ER pairs for
human inspection;
3) We conduct an empirical study on the performance of r-
HUMO by extensive experiments on real data. Our experi-
mental results show that r-HUMO is effective in enforcing
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2quality guarantees, and compared with the state-of-the-art al-
ternatives, it can achieve desired quality control with reduced
human cost.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews more related work. Section 3 introduces the problem
and briefly describes the existing HUMO framework. Section 4
presents the r-HUMO framework. Section 5 describes the tech-
nique of risk analysis. Section 6 presents our empirical evaluation
results. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper with some thoughts
on future work.
2 RELATED WORK
As a classical problem in the area of data quality, entity resolution
has been extensively studied in the literature [1], [2]. It can be
performed based on rules [4], [5], [6], probabilistic theory [3], [20]
or machine learning [7], [8], [12], [13]. Unfortunately, it remains
very challenging to enforce quality guarantees on ER.
The approach based on active learning [12], [13] has been
proposed to enforce the precision guarantee on ER. The authors of
[12] proposed a technique that can optimize recall while ensuring
a pre-specified precision level. The authors of [13] proposed an
improved algorithm to approximately maximize recall under the
precision constraint. Compared with the work of [12], its major
advantage is better label complexity. However, these techniques
share the same classification paradigm with the traditional ma-
chine learning algorithms; hence they can not enforce compre-
hensive quality guarantees specified at both precision and recall
fronts.
The progressive paradigm for ER [21], [22] has also been
proposed for the application scenario in which ER should be
processed efficiently but does not necessarily require to generate
high-quality results. Taking a pay-as-you-go approach, it studied
how to maximize quality given a pre-specified resolution budget.
In [21], the authors proposed several concrete ways of constructing
resolution “hints” that can then be used by a variety of existing ER
algorithms as a guidance for which entities to resolve first. In [22],
the authors studied the more complicated problem of relational
ER, in which a resolution of some entities might influence the
resolution of other entities. A similar iterative algorithm, SiGMa,
was proposed in [23]. It can leverage both the structure informa-
tion and the string similarity measures to resolve entity alignment
across different knowledge bases. There also exist some interactive
systems [26], [34] that take advantage of knowledge bases or
specific user input to achieve improved efficiency and quality for
data cleaning. Unfortunately, these techniques have been built on
machine computation; hence they can not be applied to enforce
quality guarantees either.
It has been well recognized that pure machine algorithms
may not be able to produce satisfactory results in many practical
scenarios [17]. Therefore, many researchers [9], [16], [18], [19],
[24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31] have studied how
to crowdsource an ER workload. In [18], the authors studied
how to generate Human Intelligence Tasks (HIT), and how to
incrementally select the instance pairs for human inspection such
that the required human cost can be minimized. In [28], the authors
focused on how to select the most beneficial questions for the
human in terms of expected accuracy. More recently, the authors
of [16] proposed a cost-effective framework that employs the
partial order relationship on instance pairs to reduce the number
of asked pairs. Similarly, the authors in [31] provided a solution
to take advantage of both pairwise and multi-item interfaces in
a crowdsourcing setting. The authors of [32] studied how to
balance cost and quality in crowdsourcing. Considering the diverse
accuracies of workers across tasks, the authors of [33] proposed
an adaptive crowdsourcing framework that assigns the tasks based
on worker accuracy estimation. In [27], the authors proposed
an online crowdsourcing platform based on oracle. While these
researchers addressed the challenges specific to crowdsourcing,
we instead investigate a different problem in this paper: how to
partition a workload between the human and the machine such
that a user-specified quality requirement can be met. Since the
workload assigned to the human by r-HUMO can be naturally
processed by crowdsourcing, our work can be considered orthog-
onal to the existing work on crowdsourcing. It is interesting to
investigate how to seamlessly integrate a crowdsourcing platform
into r-HUMO in future work.
The r-HUMO framework is built on the recently proposed
HUMO framework [14], [15], which can enforce quality guar-
antees at both precision and recall fronts. The general idea of
HUMO and r-HUMO was similar to the Fellegi-Sunter theory of
record linking [3], which also proposed to divide an ER workload
into three parts based on match probability. HUMO however
proposed the effective algorithms to divide an ER workload and
estimate the match probability of machine workload for the quality
guarantees specified at both precision and recall fronts. The r-
HUMO framework represents a major step forward in that it is the
first solution to optimize the process of human workload selection
from a risk perspective. Instead of selecting human workload in
batch mode purely based on a pre-specified machine metric as
HUMO does, r-HUMO performs real-time risk analysis on the
manually labeled results for the purpose of reducing the required
human cost.
3 PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Problem Definition
Entity resolution reasons about whether two records are equiv-
alent. Two records are deemed to be equivalent if and only if
they correspond to the same real-world entity. We call a pair
an equivalent pair if and only its two records are equivalent;
otherwise, it is called an inequivalent pair. An ER solution labels
each pair in a workload as matching or unmatching. As usual,
we measure the quality of an ER solution by the metrics of
precision and recall. Precision denotes the fraction of equivalent
pairs among the pairs labeled as matching, while recall denotes
the fraction of correctly labeled equivalent pairs among all the
equivalent pairs.
TABLE 1
Frequently Used Notations.
Notation Description
D an ER workload consisting of instance pairs
Di, D+, D−, DH subsets of D
S, Si a labeling solution for D
d, di an instance pair in D
TN(Di) the total number of pairs in Di
EN(Di) the number of equivalent pairs in Di
EP (Di) the proportion of equivalent pairs in Di
f , fi a feature of instance pair
F , Fi a feature set
Df the set of instance pairs with the feature f
3For presentation simplicity, we summarize the frequently used
notations in Table 1. Formally, we define the problem of entity
resolution with quality guarantees [14], [15] as follows:
Definition 1. [Entity Resolution with Quality Guarantees].
Given a set of instance pairs, D = {d1, d2, · · · , dn}, the problem
of entity resolution with quality guarantees is to give a labeling
solution S for D such that with the confidence level of θ,
precision(D,S) ≥ α and recall(D,S) ≥ β, in which α and β
denote the user-specified precision and recall levels respectively.
3.2 The HUMO Framework
𝐷1 𝐷𝑚 𝐷𝑙−1 𝐷𝑖 𝐷𝑖+1 𝐷ℎ+1 
D- D+
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Fig. 1. HUMO Framework.
The HUMO framework is shown in Fig. 1. Given a workload,
D, HUMO first groups its pairs into unit subsets (denoted by Di
in the figure) by a machine metric (e.g., pair similarity or match
probability), and then partitions the unit subsets into three disjoint
sets, D−, DH and D+. HUMO assumes that the given machine
metric satisfies the monotonicity of precision, which statistically
states that the higher (or lower) metric values a set of pairs have,
the more probably they are equivalent pairs. HUMO enforces the
precision and recall guarantees by automatically labeling D− and
D+ as unmatching and matching respectively, and assigning DH
to the human for manual inspection.
The monotonicity assumption of precision underlies the effec-
tiveness of HUMO’s workload partitioning strategy between the
human and the machine. However, HUMO never needs to expect
that the monotonicity assumption can be strictly satisfied on real
data. Instead, it only assumes that provided with a reasonable
machine metric, monotonicity of precision is usually a statistical
trend on real data. It is also worthy to point out that in a
similar way, the monotonicity assumption of precision underlies
the effectiveness of the existing machine classification metrics for
ER. HUMO is effective provided that the given machine metric
satisfies the monotonicity assumption of precision. However, for
presentation simplicity, we use pair similarity as the example of
machine metric in this paper.
Given an ER workload,D, the quality of a HUMO solution, S,
can be estimated by reasoning about the lower and upper bounds of
the number of equivalent pairs in D−, DH and D+. In Figure. 1,
the lower bound of the achieved precision level can be represented
by
precisionL(D,S) =
ENL(D+) + ENL(DH)
TN(D+) + TN(DH)
, (1)
in which TN(·) denotes the total number of pairs in a set and
ENL(·) denotes the lower bound of the total number of equivalent
pairs in a set. Similarly, the lower bound of the achieved recall
level can be represented by
recallL(D,S) =
ENL(D+) + ENL(DH)
ENL(D+) + ENL(DH) + ENU (D−)
,
(2)
in which ENU (·) denotes the upper bound of the total number of
equivalent pairs in a set. In this paper, for the sake of presentation
simplicity, we assume that the pairs in DH can be manually
labeled with 100% accuracy. However, it is worthy to point out
that the effectiveness of HUMO does not depend on the 100%-
accuracy assumption. It can actually work properly provided that
quality guarantees can be enforced onDH . In the case that human
errors are introduced in DH , the lower bounds of the achieved
precision and recall can be estimated based on Eq. 1 and Eq. 2
respectively. Nonetheless, under the assumption that the human
performs better than the machine in resolution quality, the best
quality guarantees HUMO can achieve are no better than the
performance of the human on DH .
As human work is usually more expensive than machine
computation, HUMO aims to minimize the workload in DH while
guaranteeing resolution quality. By quantifying human cost by
the number of instance pairs in DH , we define the optimization
problem of HUMO as follows [14], [15]:
Definition 2. [Minimizing Human Cost in HUMO]. Given an
ER workload, D, a confidence level θ, a precision level α and a
recall level β, the optimization problem of HUMO is represented
by
arg min
S
|DH(S)|
subject to P (precision(D,S) ≥ α) ≥ θ,
P (recall(D,S) ≥ β) ≥ θ,
(3)
in which S denotes a labeling solution, DH(S) denotes the set
of instance pairs assigned to the human by S, precision(D,S)
denotes the achieved precision level of S, and recall(D,S)
denotes the achieved recall level of S.
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Fig. 2. Process of GPR.
The optimization problem as defined in Eq. 3 is challenging
because the proportions of equivalent pairs in D+ and D− are
unknown, thus need to be estimated. There exist two types of
approaches to minimize the size of DH : one purely based on the
monotonicity assumption of precision and the other one based
on sampling [14], [15]. They estimate equivalence proportion
based on different assumptions. Between them, the sampling-
based approach has been empirically shown to have superior
performance. It first estimates the equivalence proportions of the
unit subsets by sampling, and then identifies the minimal workload
of DH by reasoning about the numbers of equivalent pairs in D−
and D+. The equivalence proportion of a unit subset, Di, can
be directly estimated by sampling or approximated by Gaussian
Process Regression (GPR) [35]. The process of GPR is shown in
4Fig. 2. Assuming that the equivalence proportions of all the unit
subsets have a joint Gaussian distribution, GPR can approximate
their equivalence proportions by sampling only a fraction of them.
Based on GPR approximation, HUMO estimates the lower and
upper bounds of the numbers of equivalent pairs in D− and D+
by aggregating their corresponding Gaussian distributions. It can
therefore iteratively optimize the lower and upper bounds of DH .
More technical details of HUMO can be found at [14], [15].
4 THE r -HUMO FRAMEWORK
The r-HUMO framework consists of two processes, human work-
load selection and risk analysis. The process of human workload
selection picks out the pairs for manual inspection from a set of
candidate pairs; the process of risk analysis estimates pair risk
based on the human-labeled results. The procedure is invoked
iteratively until the user-specified quality requirement is met. After
each iteration, the set of candidate pairs is updated and pair risk
is also re-estimated based on the updated set of human-labeled
results. The r-HUMO framework and its workflow are shown in
Fig. 3.
In the rest of this section, we first describe the basic real-time
manner of human workload selection provided with a risk model,
and then an alternative batch manner, which can significantly
reduce the frequency of human-machine interaction. Finally, we
present the technical details of quality assurance. However, the
technique of risk analysis will be presented in the following
section.
D- D+DH... ...
Pair similarity0 1
Human 
Verification
Human-labeled 
ResultsUpdate
Risk Model
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Fig. 3. r-HUMO Framework.
4.1 Real-time Human Workload Selection
Suppose that D has been divided into m unit subsets with in-
creasing metric values of pair similarity, D = {D1, D2, ..., Dm}.
Initially, we set DH = ∅, D− = {D1, . . . , Di}, and D+ =
{Di+1, Di+2, . . . , Dm}. Since the pairs in D− would be auto-
matically labeled as unmatching, the equivalence proportions of
the subsets in D− are expected to be less than 0.5; similarly, the
equivalence proportions of the subsets in D+ are expected to be
larger or equal to 0.5.
Similar to HUMO, r-HUMO alternately selects the pairs in
D− and D+ for manual inspection to enforce precision and recall
guarantees. Note that compared with first working on D− and
then on D+, working alternately on D- and D+ would result in
the human-labeled pairs with a wider variety of machine metric
values between iterations. Risk analysis based on the human-
labeled results could therefore be less biased. In the rest of this
subsection, we first describe the processes of pair selection on
D− and D+, and then present the algorithm to enforce quality
guarantees based on them.
Pair Selection in D−. According to the monotonicity assumption
of precision, the pairs in Di (the rightmost subset in D−) have
higher probabilities of being equivalent than any other subset in
D−. Accordingly, they are at the highest risk to be mislabeled by
the machine. Therefore, r-HUMO sets the initial set of candidate
pairs, denoted by D′−, to be Di, or D
′
− = Di. It then iteratively
selects the pairs in D′− in a risk-wise decreasing order for human
inspection. We define the Marginal Equivalence Proportion (MEP)
of selection by
MEP (D′−) =
dM
dN
, (4)
in which the variablesN andM represent the number of inspected
pairs and the number of equivalent pairs among the inspected
pairs respectively, and the differential operator “d” represents
the increment of the variables M and N in a period of human
inspection. It can be observed that if risk estimation is effec-
tive, MEP (D′−) would decrease as the selection proceeds. For
simplicity of presentation, we denote the expected equivalence
proportion of a subset Di by EP (Di). Iterative pair selection on
D′− would stop once either of the two following conditions is
satisfied:
1) The expected equivalence proportion of the remaining pairs
in D′− falls below the expected equivalence proportion of
the rightmost uninspected unit subset adjacent to D′− in D−.
Denoting the rightmost unit subset by Dj , we can specify the
condition by EP (D′−) < EP (Dj);
2) The marginal equivalence proportion of selection,
MEP (D′−), falls below the expected equivalence
proportion of the remaining pairs in D′−, or
MEP (D′−) < EP (D
′
−).
It can be observed that if the first condition is triggered, it
means that the pairs mislabeled by the machine can be more
easily found in the unit subset Dj instead of D′−. If the second
condition is triggered, it means that risk analysis on D′− has
become ineffectual; all the remaining pairs inD′− should therefore
be either automatically labeled by the machine or manually labeled
by the human. In both cases, r-HUMO would merge the current
candidate set and the rightmost uninspected unit subset adjacent
to D′−, Dj , to constitute a new candidate set, D
′
− = D
′
− ∪ Dj .
It would then re-estimate pair risk based on the updated human-
labeled results and begin a new pair pick-out iteration on the new
D′−. To handle the case when pair selection stops too early, r-
HUMO sets a threshold for the number of inspected pairs in each
iteration. If the number of pairs chosen for inspection is less than
the threshold number, it would assign all the remaining pairs in
the rightmost unit subset in the candidate set D′− to the human.
Pair Selection in D+. The process of human workload selection
in D+ is similar. We denote the candidate set considered for
manual inspection in D+ by D′+. r-HUMO iteratively selects the
pairs in D′+ in a risk-wise decreasing order for human inspection.
Since the pairs with lower similarities are at higher risk to be
mislabeled by the machine, D′+ is initially set to be the leftmost
unit subset in D+, or D′+ = Di+1 in Fig. 3. For simplicity
of presentation, we denote the leftmost uninspected unit subset
5Algorithm 1: Real-time Human Workload Selection in r-
HUMO.
1 while recallL < β or precisionL < α do
2 if recallL < β then
3 Iteratively select pairs in D′− until one of the stop
conditions is triggered;
4 Update D′−;
5 Re-estimate pair risk;
6 end
7 if precisionL < α then
8 Iteratively select pair in D′+ until one of the stop
conditions is triggered;
9 Update D′+;
10 Re-estimate pair risk;
11 end
12 end
adjacent toD′+ inD+ byDk. Iterative pair selection inD
′
+ would
stop once either of the two following conditions is satisfied:
1) The expected equivalence proportion of the remaining pairs
in D′+ exceeds the expected equivalence proportion of the
leftmost uninspected unit subset adjacent to D′+ in D+, or
EP (D′+) > EP (Dk);
2) The marginal equivalence proportion of pair selection in D′+
exceeds the expected equivalence proportion of the remaining
pairs in D′+, or MEP (D
′
+) > EP (D
′
+).
In both cases, r-HUMO would merge D′+ and Dk to constitute a
new candidate set,D′+ = D
′
+∪Dk. It would then re-estimate pair
risk based on the updated human-labeled results and begin a new
iteration of pair pick-out on the new D′+. Similar to the case of
D−, r-HUMO sets a lower threshold for the number of inspected
pairs in each iteration.
Algorithm. The process of real-time human workload selection is
sketched in Algorithm 1. It alternately selects the pairs in D− and
D+ for manual inspection. More details on the algorithm can be
found in our technical report [41], but omitted here due to space
limit.
4.2 Batch Human Workload Selection
In real-time human workload selection, given a set of candidate
pairs, r-HUMO iteratively selects the riskiest pair for manual
inspection, and updates in real time the equivalence proportion
expectation of the remaining candidate pairs and marginal equiv-
alence proportion of selection, based on the human label, to guide
the next selection. In other words, it needs to wait for human
labeling result until it can generate the next task for human in-
spection. This setting may be impractical in a real human-machine
cooperation environment, as workers do not always respond in
a real-time manner. Therefore, in this subsection, we propose a
slightly batch version of r-HUMO, which allow human to inspect
multiple pairs at each iteration.
The idea of batch selection is to predict the least number
of pairs that need to be manually inspected such that either of
the two stop conditions can be satisfied. We take pair selection
in D− as example. The case for D+ is similar, thus omitted
here. Consider the first condition EP (D′−) < EP (Dj), which
specifies that the expected equivalence proportion of the remaining
pairs in the candidate set D′− falls below the expected equivalence
proportion of the rightmost uninspected unit subset adjacent to
D′− in D−. With the assumption that the marginal equivalence
proportion of selection in D′− decreases monotonously as the
selection proceeds, the minimal equivalence proportion of the
remaining pairs in D′− after x pairs are selected for manual
inspection can be represented by
EPL =
EP (D′−) · n−MEP (D′−) · x
n− x , (5)
in which n represents the total number of pairs in the original D′−,
and EP (D′−) represents its expected equivalence proportion. As
a result, the least number of pairs, which need to be manually
inspected such that the first condition can be satisfied, can be
represented by
N1 =
n · (EP (D′−)− EP (Dj))
MEP (D′−)− EP (Dj)
. (6)
Now we consider the second condition, MEP (D′−) <
EP (D′−). Suppose that the current value of the marginal equiva-
lence proportion is denoted by MEP (D′−), which is represented
by m
′
n′ , and the current value of the equivalence proportion is
denoted by EP (D′−). In the worst case that the following x man-
ually inspected pairs are all inequivalent pairs, the minimal value
of the latest marginal equivalence proportion can be represented
by m
′
n′+x ; at the same time, the maximal value of the latest equiva-
lence proportion can be represented by
EP (D′−)·n
n−x . Therefore, the
least number of pairs, which need to be manually inspected for the
second condition to be satisfied, can be represented by
N2 =
m′ · n− EP (D′−) · n′ · n
m′ + EP (D′−) · n
. (7)
In summary, at each interaction, r-HUMO can select at least
min{N1, N2} pairs in D′− for manual inspection before either of
the two stop conditions can be satisfied.
4.3 Quality Assurance
As in HUMO, the lower bounds of the achieved precision and
recall levels of an r-HUMO solution are represented by Eq. 1 and
Eq. 2 respectively. In this subsection, we present the GPR process
to approximate the equivalence proportions of unit subsets and
then describe how to compute the lower and upper bounds of the
number of equivalent pairs in a given set based on GPR estimates.
GPR Approximation. As HUMO, r-HUMO samples a fraction
of unit subsets to estimate their equivalence proportions and then
uses GPR to approximate the equivalence proportions of other unit
subsets. Suppose that k unit subsets are sampled, their observed
equivalence proportions are denoted by R = [R1,R2, . . . ,Rk]T .
For each unit subset, we also denote its average pair similarity
by vi. Accordingly, we denote the average pair similarities of the
k sampled subsets by V = [v1, v2, . . . , vk]T . Given a new unit
subset D∗ and its average pair similarity value v∗, GPR assumes
that the random variables of [V T , v∗]T satisfy a joint Gaussian
distribution, which is represented by[
V
v∗
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
K(V, V ) K(V, v∗)
K(v∗, V ) K(v∗, v∗)
])
, (8)
in which K(·, ·) represents the covariance matrix. The details of
how to compute the covariance matrix can be found in [35]. Based
6on Eq. 8, the distribution of the equivalence proportion of S∗, R∗,
can be represented by the following Gaussian function
R∗ ∼ N
(
R¯∗, σ2R∗
)
, (9)
in which the mean of R∗, R¯∗, can be represented by
R¯∗ = K(v∗, V ) ·K−1(V, V ) · R, (10)
and the variance of R∗, σ2R∗ , can be represented by
σ2R∗ = K(v∗, v∗)−K(v∗, V ) ·K−1(V, V ) ·K(V, v∗). (11)
Bound Estimation. Provided with the Gaussian distributions
of the equivalence proportions of unit subsets, the number of
equivalent pairs in any given set consisting of multiple unit
subsets can be estimated by aggregating the distributions of unit
subsets. Suppose that the pair set of D∗ consists of t unit subsets,
D∗ = D1∗ ∪ D2∗ ∪ . . . Dt∗, the total number of pairs in Di∗
(1 ≤ i ≤ t) is denoted by ni∗, and the average similarity value of
the pairs in Di∗ by v
i
∗. Then, the total number of equivalent pairs
in D∗, denoted by m∗, can be represented by
m∗ ∼ N
(
m¯∗, σ2m∗
)
, (12)
in which the mean, m¯∗, can be represented by
m¯∗ =
t∑
i=1
ni∗ · R¯i∗, (13)
and the variance, σ2m∗ , can be represented by
σ2m∗ =
∑
1≤i≤t,1≤j≤t
ni∗ · nj∗ · cov(vi∗, vj∗), (14)
in which cov(vi∗, v
j
∗) is the covariance between the two estimates.
In r-HUMO, some pairs in a unit subset may be inspected by
the human while others are automatically labeled by the machine.
In other words, DH , D− and D+ may contain a fraction of the
pairs in a unit subset. Consider a pair set consisting of t subsets,
D∗′ = D1∗
′ ∪ D2∗′ ∪ . . . Dt∗′, in which Di∗′ denotes the set of
remaining pairs in Di∗ with some of the pairs selected for manual
inspection and Di∗
′ 6= ∅. Suppose that there are r equivalent pairs
among all the pairs inspected by the human in D∗, or the pairs
in D∗ −D∗′. On the number of equivalent pairs in D∗′, we have
Lemma 1, whose proof is straightforward, thus omitted here due
to space limit.
Lemma 1. Provided that the number of equivalent pairs in D∗
can be represented by the Gaussian function of N(m¯∗, σ2m∗), the
number of equivalent pairs in D′∗, m
′
∗, can thus be represented by
the Gaussian function of
m′∗ ∼ N(m¯∗ − r, σ2m∗). (15)
Note that the correctness of Lemma 1 depends on the non-
emptiness of unit subsets Di∗
′
. If all the pairs of a unit subset
have been chosen for manual inspection and it becomes empty,
its estimation covariance with any other estimate on other unit
subsets would become zero.
Finally, given the confidence level of θ, the lower and upper
bounds of the number of equivalent pairs in a subset D∗ can be
represented by
[m¯∗ −Z(1−θ) · σm∗ , m¯∗ + Z(1−θ) · σm∗ ], (16)
in which Z(1−θ) is the (1 − 1−θ2 ) point of standard normal
distribution.
5 RISK ANALYSIS
Risk analysis of r-HUMO is performed on the human-labeled
results. Given a candidate pair set, r-HUMO iteratively selects
the most risky pairs in it for manual inspection. It can be said
that the performance of r-HUMO depends on the effectiveness
of risk analysis. Motivated by its success in modern portfolio
investment theory [36], [37], [38], r-HUMO employs the metric
of Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) to measure the risk of pairs
being mislabeled by the machine.
In the portfolio risk theory, given the confidence level of θ,
CVaR is defined, in a conservative way, to be the expected loss
incurred in the 1− θ worst case. Formally, given the loss function
z(X) ∈ Lp(F ) of a portfolio X and the confidence level of θ,
the metric of CVaR is defined as
CV aRθ(X) =
1
1− θ
1−θ∫
0
V aR1−γ(X)dγ, (17)
where V aR1−γ(X) represents the minimum loss incurred in the
γ worst case and can be formally represented by
V aR1−γ(X) = inf{z∗ : P (z(X) ≥ z∗) ≤ γ}. (18)
According to CVaR’s definition, risk measurement requires
the labeled pair’s potential loss estimation. Intuitively, this loss
refers to the probability of the pair’s label being incorrect. As
typical in CVaR evaluation, r-HUMO represents the equivalence
probability of a pair by a Gaussian distribution and estimates
the potential loss based on it. It considers a pair as a portfolio
consisting of multiple stocks. Each stock corresponds to a feature
of the pair and its loss corresponds to its corresponding feature’s
equivalence or inequivalence probability. In the rest of this section,
we first describe how to extract features from human-labeled pairs,
and then present the metric of risk measurement and analyze its
complexity.
5.1 Feature Extraction
For general purpose, the features used for risk analysis should
have the following three desirable properties: (1) they could be
easily extracted from the human-labeled pairs; (2) they should
be evidential, or indicative of the equivalence status of a pair; (3)
they should be to a large extent independent of the machine metric
used in ordering pairs in the first place. It can be observed that in
r-HUMO, the pairs are generally chosen into the candidate set in
the order dictated by a pre-specified machine metric. Therefore,
the features independent of the machine metric would be more
effective than the non-independent ones in differentiating the pairs
with similar metric values in terms of mislabeling risk.
r-HUMO extracts two types of features from the human-
labeled pairs, Same(ti) and Diff(ti), in which ti represents
a token, Same(ti) means that ti appears in both records in a pair,
and Diff(ti) means that ti appears in one and only one record in
a pair. It can be observed that these two features are evidential and
easily extractable. Moreover, they were not used in the existing
classification metrics for ER. Our risk model assumes that the
equivalence probability of a feature satisfies a normal distribution.
Given a feature f and a set of human-labeled pairs with the feature
f , Df , the expectation of the equivalence probability of f can be
represented by
E(f) =
|Df+|
|Df | , (19)
7in which Df+ denotes the set of equivalent pairs in Df . Its
variance can also be represented by
V (f) =
1
|Df | − 1
∑
di∈Df
(L(di)− E(f))2, (20)
in which L(di) denotes the manual label of a pair di in Df ,
L(di) = 1 if di is labeled as matching and L(di) = 0 if di is
labeled as unmatching.
5.2 Risk Measurement
In this subsection, we first propose the risk model for the case that
features are independent; we then describe how to handle the more
complicated case where the features are not independent.
According to the theory of portfolio investment, a pair’s
equivalence probability distribution can be represented by the
weighted linear combination of the distributions of its features.
Therefore, provided with the Gaussian distributions of features,
the equivalence probability expectation of a pair d, can be repre-
sented by
E(d) =
∑
fi∈Fd
wd(fi) · E(fi), (21)
in which Fd denotes the set of features contained in d, and wd(fi)
denotes the weight of fi in d. Its variance can also be represented
by
V (d) =
∑
fi∈Fd
wd(fi)
2 · V (fi). (22)
The weight of the feature fi in d is defined as
wd(fi) =
w(fi)∑
fj∈Fd
w(fj)
, (23)
where w(fi) denotes the absolute weight of the feature fi.
In Eq. 23, the absolute feature weights can be simply set to
1: each feature is equally powerful in predicting a given pair’s
equivalence probability. In most practical scenarios, this assump-
tion may not hold true. Therefore, r-HUMO uses the concept of
information value [39], [40] to determine feature weight. The
details on setting feature weight can be found in our technical
report [41], but omitted here due to space limit.
Given a pair d, we denote its equivalence probability by x,
and the probability density function and cumulative distribution
function of x by pdfd(x) and cdfd(x) respectively. Suppose that
d is originally labeled by the machine as unmatching. Then, the
probability of p being mislabeled by the machine is equal to x.
Accordingly, the worst-case loss of d corresponds to the case that
x is maximal. Therefore, given the confidence level of θ, the CVaR
of d is the expectation of z = x in the 1 − θ cases where x is
from cdfd
−1(θ) to +∞. Formally, the CVaR risk of a pair d with
the machine label of unmatching can be estimated by
CV aRθ(d) =
1
1− θ
+∞∫
cdfd−1(θ)
pdfd(x) · xdx. (24)
Otherwise, d is originally labeled by machine as matching.
Then the potential loss of d being mislabeled by machine is equal
to 1 − x. Therefore, the CVaR risk of a pair d with the machine
label of matching can be estimated by
CV aRθ(d) =
1
1− θ
cdfd
−1(1−θ)∫
−∞
pdfd(x) · (1− x)dx. (25)
The above-described process assumes that the extracted fea-
tures are independent. Unfortunately, this assumption may not
hold true in practice. In the case that the features contained by
a pair d are not independent, r-HUMO again borrows the idea of
modern portfolio investment theory and introduces the covariances
between features into the process of risk measurement. The tech-
nical details on how to handle feature dependency can be found in
our technical report [41], but omitted here due to space limit.
5.3 Complexity Analysis
It can be observed that in each iteration, the total frequency of
feature occurrence is bound byO(l·n), in which n denotes the total
number of pairs in a workload and l denotes the maximal number
of tokens in a pair. As a result, the time complexity of computing
the feature distributions in each iteration is bounded by O(m ·
n). Accordingly, without considering feature dependency, the time
complexity of computing the CVaR risk of the candidate pairs in
each iteration is also bounded by O(l · n). Since the number of
iterations is at most O(n), the total time complexity of risk analysis
can be represented by O(l · n2). Therefore, we have Theorem. 1,
whose proof follows naturally from the above analysis.
Theorem 1. The space and time complexities of risk analysis
without considering feature dependency can be represented by
O(l · n) and O(l · n2) respectively, in which n denotes the total
number of pairs in a workload and l denotes the maximal number
of tokens in a pair.
6 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of r-
HUMO on real data by comparative study. We compare r-HUMO
with the state-of-the-art alternative HUMO [14], [15], which can
enforce both precision and recall, as well as two baselines. Note
that most of existing ER techniques can not enforce the quality
guarantees measured by precision and recall. Their comparative
performance evaluation is therefore beyond the scope of this paper.
However, we also compare r-HUMO with the active learning-
based approach (denoted by ACTL) [12], which can at least
enforce precision. ACTL can maximize recall while ensuring a
pre-specified precision level. It estimates the achieved precision
level of a labeling solution by sampling. As a result, ACTL also
requires manual inspection. We compare r-HUMO with ACTL on
the achieved quality and the required manual cost.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: Subsection 6.1
describes the experimental setup. Subsection 6.2 evaluates quality
guarantee of r-HUMO. Subsection 6.3 compares r-HUMO with
HUMO. Subsection 6.4 compares r-HUMO with two baselines.
Subsection 6.5 compares r-HUMO with ACTL. Subsection 6.6
evaluates the efficacy of batch human workload selection. Fi-
nally, Subsection 6.7 evaluates the efficiency and scalability of
r-HUMO.
6.1 Experimental Setup
Our evaluation is conducted on the three real datasets, whose
details are described as follows:
• DBLP-Scholar1 (denoted by DS): The DS dataset contains
2616 publication entities from DBLP and 64263 publication
1. available at https://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/file/DBLP-Scholar.zip
8entities from Google Scholar. The experiments match the
DBLP entries with the Scholar entries.
• Abt-Buy2 (denoted by AB): The AB dataset contains 1081
product entities from Abt.com and 1092 product entities from
Buy.com. The experiments match the Abt entries with the
Buy entries.
• Songs3 (denoted by SG): The SG dataset contains 1000000
song entities, some of which refer to the same songs. The
experiments match the song entries in the same table.
Our empirical study uses pair similarity as the machine metric.
It computes pair similarity by aggregating attribute similarities
with weights [14], [15]. Specifically, on the DS dataset, Jaccard
similarity of the attributes title and authors, and Jaro-Winkler
distance of the attribute venue are used; on the AB dataset, Jaccard
similarity of the attributes product name and product description
are used; on the SG dataset, Jaccard similarity of the attributes
song title, release information and artist name, Jaro-Winkler
distance of the attributes song title and release information, and
number similarity of the attributes duration, artist familiarity,
artist hotness and year are used. The weight of each attribute
is determined by the number of its distinct values. As in [12],
[14], [15], we use the blocking technique to filter the instance
pairs unlikely to match. Specifically, the DS workload contains the
instance pairs whose aggregated similarity values are no less than
0.2. Similarly, the aggregated similarity value thresholds for the
AB and SG workloads are set to 0.05 and 0.2. After blocking, the
DS workload has 100077 pairs, 5267 among them are equivalent
pairs; the AB workload has 313040 pairs, 1085 among them are
equivalent pairs; the SG workload has 289893 pairs and 13756
among them are equivalent pairs.
Fig. 4. the Equivalence Proportions of Unit Subsets with regard to Pair
Similarity.
As in the HUMO implementation, our r-HUMO implementa-
tion partitions an ER workload into disjoint unit subsets, each of
which contains the same number of instance pairs. The number
of instance pairs contained by each subset is set to 200. The
equivalence proportions of the uit subsets with regard to pair
similarity on the three workloads are presented in Figure. 4. It
can be observed that on all the three test datasets, monotonicity
of precision is a general trend. Specifically, on the SG dataset,
which to the largest extent violates the assumption among them,
monotonicity is not satisfied only in a small range of similarity
value, between 0.70 and 0.82.
To balance the sampling cost and the accuracy of equivalence
proportion approximation, as in the HUMO implementation [14],
[15], r-HUMO sets both lower and upper limits on sampling cost,
which is measured by the proportion of sampled unit subsets
among all the subsets. In our experiments, the range of the
sampling proportion is set between 3% and 5%. We observe that
considering feature dependency in risk analysis for r-HUMO can
2. available at https://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/file/Abt-Buy.zip
3. available at http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/˜anhai/data/falcon data/songs
only marginally improve the performance on the test workloads.
We therefore report the results of r-HUMO without considering
feature dependency. The evaluation results of the r-HUMO imple-
mentation considering feature dependency can instead be found in
our technical report [41].
Note that in r-HUMO, different runs may generate different
labeling solutions due to sampling randomness. For each experi-
ment, we therefore run the program 20 times on each workload
and report the averaged result. In our experiments, we have the
ground-truth labels of all the test pairs. The ground-truth labels
are originally hidden; whenever manual inspection is called, they
are provided to the program.
6.2 Quality Enforcement
In the experiments, we specify 7 scales of quality requirement,
whose precision and recall are set at different levels at 0.8, 0.825,
0.85, 0.875, 0.9, 0.925 and 0.95 respectively. The confidence level
on quality guarantee is set at 0.9.
TABLE 2
Evaluation of Quality Enforcement.
Dataset Required Quality Achieved Quality
α=β α β SR(%)
DS
0.825 0.9079 0.8459 100
0.850 0.9098 0.8657 100
0.875 0.9124 0.8904 100
0.900 0.9248 0.9150 100
0.925 0.9497 0.9391 100
0.950 0.9748 0.9628 95
AB
0.800 0.9629 0.8546 100
0.825 0.9630 0.8589 100
0.850 0.9635 0.8718 100
0.875 0.9643 0.8920 100
0.900 0.9651 0.9112 100
0.925 0.9671 0.9398 100
0.950 0.9693 0.9508 90
SG
0.800 0.9663 0.8957 90
0.825 0.9671 0.9201 90
0.850 0.9678 0.9417 90
0.875 0.9683 0.9581 90
0.900 0.9686 0.9660 90
0.925 0.9687 0.9694 90
0.950 0.9746 0.9708 90
The detailed evaluation results are presented in Table 2, in
which α denotes precision, β denotes recall, and SR denotes
success rate (the percentage of the successful runs achieving
required quality levels among all the runs). On DS, the initial
machine labeling solution achieves precision and recall levels
above 0.8; we therefore do not report the results in the table. It
can be observed that r-HUMO is effective in enforcing quality
guarantees. On all the three workloads, the achieved quality levels
are considerably above the required levels in most cases and the
achieved success rates consistently exceed the confidence level of
0.9.
6.3 r-HUMO vs HUMO
We compare the manual cost consumed by r-HUMO and HUMO
given the same quality requirement. Bear in mind that the manual
cost includes both the sampling cost and the cost of manually
inspecting the pairs in DH . Since r-HUMO and HUMO consume
the same amount of sampling cost in each run, we compare the
size of DH (excluding sampled pairs). On all the three datasets,
the consumed sampling cost is very close to the upper limit of 5%
9in most runs; averagely, the sampling cost of DS, AB and SG are
4.93%, 4.94% and 4.96% respectively.
The comparative results of r-HUMO and HUMO are presented
in Table 3. It can be observed that given the same quality re-
quirement, r-HUMO consistently consumes less human cost than
HUMO and the cost difference between them is considerable in
most cases. r-HUMO iteratively selects a few mislabeled pairs
from a set of mostly correctly labeled pairs. With the stricter
quality requirement, the task becomes more challenging because
it has to identify the mislabeled pairs in the unit subsets with
increasingly low mislabeling proportion. In other words, in r-
HUMO, the required human cost for finding out a fixed number of
mislabeled pairs would increase with the decreasing equivalence
proportion. Accordingly, its advantage over HUMO would grad-
ually become smaller as pair selection proceeds. As a result, as
shown in Table 3, the performance difference between r-HUMO
and HUMO narrows down as quality requirement is enhanced.
TABLE 3
Performance Comparison between r-HUMO and HUMO.
Data
set
Required Quality Size of DH (excl. samples)
α=β HUMO r-HUMO Reduction(%)
DS
0.825 108 37 65.74
0.850 463 151 67.39
0.875 927 302 67.42
0.900 1255 538 57.13
0.925 1852 967 47.79
0.950 2802 1786 36.26
AB
0.800 4628 4144 10.46
0.825 6056 5664 6.47
0.850 7894 7179 9.06
0.875 10239 8328 18.66
0.900 13495 10662 20.99
0.925 28273 27380 3.16
0.950 34649 34136 1.48
SG
0.800 62940 28007 55.50
0.825 66672 34615 48.08
0.850 68598 43055 37.24
0.875 71667 59654 16.76
0.900 75698 74156 2.04
0.925 83156 81903 1.51
0.950 89742 88190 1.73
The results reported in Table 3 are based on the GPR ap-
proximation that uses the samples, which consists of only a small
portion (less than 5%) of all the pairs in a workload. However, the
results of GPR approximation may not be accurate under many
circumstances. The estimation accuracy of GPR approximation
may significantly affect the computation of DH ’s boundaries. To
further validate the effectiveness of r-HUMO’s pair prioritization
strategy, we also execute r-HUMO and HUMO with the extreme
assumption that the estimations of subset equivalence proportions
are exactly right. In the new experimental setting, both r-HUMO
and HUMO are given the exact number of equivalent pairs in
each unit subset (instead of GPR estimation) beforehand as well
as the same quality requirement. The comparative results on the
three workloads are presented in Table 4. It can be observed that
r-HUMO consistently outperforms HUMO in all the test cases,
and compared with the previous setting of GPR approximation, r-
HUMO outperforms HUMO by more considerable margins. Even
though the results reported in Table 4 are unrealistic in practical
scenarios, they do illustrate the efficacy of r-HUMO’s pair priori-
tization strategy and demonstrate that the performance advantage
of r-HUMO over HUMO can increase with the tightness of GPR
approximation.
Note that the bounds of precision and recall are estimated by
aggregating the GPR approximations over all the unit subsets. Ac-
cordingly, small variations on the equivalence proportions of unit
subsets can lead to comparatively large variations on the estimated
precision and recall. Pair selection based on GPR approximation
is therefore usually very conservative, resulting in human labeling
cost much more than what is necessary for quality guarantee. In
Table 2, we can observe that most precision and recall achieved
by r-HUMO exceed the required levels by considerable margins. If
provided with ground-truth equivalence proportions on all the unit
subsets, precision and recall could be estimated with certainty. The
achieved precision and recall level of r-HUMO would therefore
be much closer to the required levels. Since the efficacy of risk
analysis decreases with the required quality, the cost reductions
reported in Table 4 are more considerable than those reported
in Table 3. However, it does not mean that GPR approximation
is ineffective. The accuracy of the bounds established by GPR
approximation is necessary for quality guarantee. As shown in
Figure 4, the GPR approximation is generally accurate on all the
three test datasets. The success of r-HUMO in quality guarantee,
as shown in Table 3, also validates the effectiveness of the GPR
approximation.
TABLE 4
r-HUMO vs HUMO with Ground-Truth Equivalence Proportions.
Data
set
Required Quality Size of DH (excl. samples)
α=β HUMO r-HUMO Reduction(%)
DS
0.850 443 78 82.39
0.875 949 221 76.71
0.900 1080 373 65.46
0.925 1574 586 62.77
0.950 2545 1020 59.92
AB
0.800 2519 953 62.17
0.825 3997 1359 66.00
0.850 5971 2041 65.82
0.875 9617 2899 69.86
0.900 12671 4045 68.08
0.925 19466 14628 24.85
0.950 33226 32020 3.77
SG
0.800 62298 12796 79.46
0.825 65101 14052 78.42
0.850 67983 15505 77.19
0.875 71006 17558 75.27
0.900 72820 19584 73.11
0.925 75640 23693 68.68
0.950 80869 30287 62.55
6.4 r-HUMO vs Baselines
To further validate the efficacy of the proposed risk analysis
technique, we also compare its performance with two baseline
alternatives for pair selection, the native random strategy (denoted
by Rand) and the simple strategy based on the distance from
the center of the scale of a workload (denoted by CoS). In
the experiments, the center of the scale is computed based on
attribute similarities. Given the same GPR approximation result,
we measure the achieved precision and recall of different strategies
with the same amount of human cost budget. We set the cost
budget as the number of manually inspected pairs required by r-
HUMO to enforce the specified quality guarantees. The detailed
comparative results are presented in Table 5. It can be observed
that given the same cost budget, r-HUMO achieves considerably
better quality than both Rand and CoS. These experimental results
show that r-HUMO is considerably more accurate in picking out
the mislabeled pairs than Rand and CoS. They validate the efficacy
of the proposed risk analysis technique.
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TABLE 5
r-HUMO vs Two Baselines.
Dataset Cost r-HUMO CoS Rand
α β α β α β
DS
37 0.9079 0.8459 0.9075 0.8407 0.9075 0.8407
151 0.9098 0.8657 0.9075 0.8407 0.9075 0.8407
302 0.9124 0.8904 0.9076 0.8409 0.9075 0.8408
538 0.9248 0.9150 0.9076 0.8409 0.9075 0.8408
967 0.9497 0.9391 0.9076 0.8409 0.9075 0.8408
1786 0.9748 0.9628 0.9076 0.8409 0.9076 0.8409
AB
4144 0.9629 0.8546 0.9475 0.6571 0.9475 0.6574
5644 0.9630 0.8589 0.9475 0.6571 0.9475 0.6576
7179 0.9635 0.8718 0.9475 0.6571 0.9475 0.6576
8328 0.9643 0.8920 0.9475 0.6571 0.9475 0.6576
10662 0.9651 0.9112 0.9475 0.6571 0.9475 0.6578
27380 0.9671 0.9398 0.9476 0.6589 0.9476 0.6587
34136 0.9693 0.9508 0.9476 0.6589 0.9477 0.6594
SG
28007 0.9663 0.8957 0.9177 0.3381 0.9179 0.3390
34615 0.9671 0.9201 0.9177 0.3381 0.9180 0.3394
43055 0.9678 0.9417 0.9177 0.3382 0.9181 0.3399
59654 0.9683 0.9581 0.9179 0.3387 0.9184 0.3412
74156 0.9686 0.9660 0.9180 0.3393 0.9188 0.3429
81903 0.9687 0.9694 0.9180 0.3394 0.9190 0.3442
88190 0.9746 0.9708 0.9181 0.3399 0.9193 0.3454
6.5 r-HUMO vs ACTL
TABLE 6
r-HUMO vs ACTL on Recall given the Same Precision.
Data
set
Required
Precision
Achieved Recall ψ(%) ∆ψ
100·∆Recallr-HUMO ACTL r-HUMO ACTL
DS
0.825 0.8459 0.8176 4.97 3.46 0.5335
0.850 0.8657 0.7999 5.08 3.70 0.2097
0.875 0.8904 0.8000 5.23 2.98 0.2489
0.900 0.9150 0.7662 5.47 3.17 0.1546
0.925 0.9391 0.7557 5.90 3.83 0.1129
0.950 0.9628 0.7273 6.71 2.56 0.1762
AB
0.800 0.8546 0.1558 6.26 0.29 0.0854
0.825 0.8589 0.1395 6.75 0.28 0.0899
0.850 0.8718 0.1578 7.23 0.28 0.0973
0.875 0.8920 0.1152 7.60 0.27 0.0944
0.900 0.9112 0.1152 8.35 0.29 0.1013
0.925 0.9398 0.0857 13.69 0.19 0.1581
0.950 0.9508 0.0857 15.85 0.19 0.1810
SG
0.800 0.8957 0.3337 14.62 0.30 0.2548
0.825 0.9201 0.3284 16.90 0.27 0.2811
0.850 0.9417 0.3271 19.81 0.34 0.3168
0.875 0.9581 0.3259 25.54 0.42 0.3973
0.900 0.9660 0.3107 30.54 0.54 0.4578
0.925 0.9694 0.2530 33.21 0.42 0.4577
0.950 0.9708 0.2469 35.38 0.38 0.4835
In this subsection, we compare r-HUMO with the active
learning based (ACTL) alternative. We have implemented of both
of the techniques proposed in [12] and [13] respectively. Our
experiments showed that they perform similarly on the achieved
quality and required manual work. Here, we present the com-
parative evaluation results between r-HUMO and the technique
proposed in [12]. As [12], we employ Jaccard similarity, edit
distance and number similarity on attributes used in Subsection 6.1
as the similarity space for ACTL. On DS, the used attributes are
title and authors; on AB, they are product name and product
description; and on SG, they are song title, release information,
artist name, duration, artist familiarity, artist hotness and year.
ACTL uses sampling to estimate the achieved precision level of
a given classification solution; therefore it also requires manual
work.
In our experiments, the required precision and recall levels
are set to be the same for r-HUMO. Considering that ACTL can
not enforce recall level; at each given precision level, we record
r-HUMO and ACTL’s performance difference on the achieved
recall and the consumed human cost. The detailed comparison
results between r-HUMO and ACTL are presented in Table 6,
in which ψ represents the percentage of manual work, and ∆
denotes the performance difference between the two methods on a
specified metric. It can be observed that the achieved recall level
by ACTL generally decreases with the specified precision level.
In all the test cases, r-HUMO achieves higher recall levels than
ACTL. We also record the additional human cost required by r-
HUMO for the absolute recall improvement of 1% over ACTL
(at the last columns of Table 6. It can be observed that, with both
precision and recall set at the high level of 0.95, the cost is as low
as 0.1762% on DS, 0.1810% on AB and 0.4835% on SG.
TABLE 7
r-HUMO vs ACTL on F1 given the Same Precision.
Data
set
Required
Precision
Achieved F1 ψ(%) ∆ψ
100·∆F1r-HUMO ACTL r-HUMO ACTL
DS
0.825 0.8758 0.8057 4.97 3.46 0.2154
0.850 0.8872 0.8067 5.08 3.70 0.1714
0.875 0.9013 0.8130 5.23 2.98 0.2548
0.900 0.9199 0.8187 5.47 3.17 0.2273
0.925 0.9444 0.8220 5.90 3.83 0.1691
0.950 0.9688 0.8161 6.71 2.56 0.2718
AB
0.800 0.9055 0.2626 6.26 0.29 0.0929
0.825 0.9080 0.2408 6.75 0.28 0.0970
0.850 0.9154 0.2653 7.23 0.28 0.1069
0.875 0.9267 0.2053 7.60 0.27 0.1016
0.900 0.9374 0.2053 8.35 0.29 0.1101
0.925 0.9533 0.1575 13.69 0.19 0.1696
0.950 0.9600 0.1575 15.85 0.19 0.1951
SG
0.800 0.9297 0.4807 14.62 0.30 0.3189
0.825 0.9430 0.4790 16.90 0.27 0.3584
0.850 0.9546 0.4780 19.81 0.34 0.4085
0.875 0.9632 0.4769 25.54 0.42 0.5166
0.900 0.9673 0.4629 30.54 0.54 0.5948
0.925 0.9690 0.4013 33.21 0.42 0.5776
0.950 0.9727 0.3939 35.38 0.38 0.6047
It can be observed that given the same precision requirement,
ACTL and r-HUMO might actually achieve different precision
levels. Therefore, we also compare their actual performance on
the F1 metric and record the additional human cost required by
r-HUMO for the absolute F1 improvement of 1% over ACTL.
The detailed results are presented in Table 7. Similar to what was
observed in Table 6, the additional human cost generally increases
with the specified precision level. On DS, the additional human
cost of r-HUMO for 1% increase in F1 score is maxed at 0.2718%.
On AB and SG, it is as low as 0.1951% and 0.6047% respectively.
Along with the results presented in Table 6, these results clearly
demonstrate that compared with ACTL, r-HUMO can effectively
improve the resolution quality with reasonable ROI in terms of
human cost.
6.6 r-HUMO: Real-time vs Batch Mode
In this subsection, we compare the performance of r-HUMO
in the real-time and batch-mode settings. Given the same GPR
approximations, we compare the performance by the frequency of
required human and machine interaction and the total amount of
required manual work (the size of DH excluding sampled pairs)
as well as the achieved quality. The detailed evaluation results on
DS and AB are presented in Table 9 and Table 8. The results on
SG are similar, therefore omitted here due to space limit. It can be
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observed that the batch mode achieves very similar performance to
the real-time mode in terms of resolution quality and human cost,
while significantly reducing the frequency of required interactions
(up to 90+%). These experimental results clearly validate the
efficacy of the proposed batch mechanism.
TABLE 8
r-HUMO: Real-time vs Batch on Achieved Quality.
Dataset
Required
Quality
Achieved Quality
Real Time Batch Manner
α=β α β α β
DS
0.825 0.8986 0.8537 0.8986 0.8537
0.850 0.9009 0.8759 0.9009 0.8759
0.875 0.9058 0.9008 0.9059 0.9010
0.900 0.9253 0.9257 0.9256 0.9261
0.925 0.9503 0.9506 0.9511 0.9505
0.950 0.9755 0.9694 0.9766 0.9692
AB
0.800 0.9620 0.8540 0.9619 0.8533
0.825 0.9622 0.8587 0.9622 0.8584
0.850 0.9627 0.8712 0.9627 0.8713
0.875 0.9635 0.8908 0.9635 0.8909
0.900 0.9643 0.9105 0.9643 0.9106
0.925 0.9671 0.9398 0.9671 0.9398
0.950 0.9693 0.9508 0.9693 0.9508
TABLE 9
r-HUMO: Real-time vs Batch on Human Cost.
Data
set
Required Quality Size of DH (excl. samples) Interaction Frequency
α=β Real Time Batch Reduction(%)
DS
0.825 24 24 90.17
0.850 150 150 91.10
0.875 325 326 91.28
0.900 638 640 91.26
0.925 1132 1134 91.04
0.950 2074 2118 91.15
AB
0.800 4049 4089 83.19
0.825 5646 5668 81.27
0.850 7195 7156 78.09
0.875 8323 8335 74.50
0.900 10410 10427 70.04
0.925 25615 25634 57.35
0.950 34547 34557 44.59
6.7 Efficiency and Scalability
In this subsection, we evaluate the efficiency and scalability of our
r-HUMO implementation on different data scales. We perform
random sampling on the DS dataset to generate the test workloads
with different data scales. We measure the efficiency by the
consumed run time.
The evaluation results are presented in Figure. 5. It can be
observed that as data scale increases, the run time increases
polynomially as dictated by the complexity analysis results. As
expected, the run time increases more dramatically with data scale
as the quality requirement becomes stricter.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a risk-aware human-machine co-
operation framework, r-HUMO, for entity resolution with quality
guarantees. Different from the existing HUMO framework, r-
HUMO takes advantage of the manually-labeled results to mea-
sure the risk of pairs being mislabeled by machine, thus can ef-
fectively reduce required manual work. Our extensive experiments
on real data have also validated the efficacy of r-HUMO.
For large workload, crowdsourcing may be the only feasible
solution for human verification. It is interesting to integrate r-
HUMO into the existing crowdsourcing platforms in future work.
Fig. 5. Evaluation of r-HUMO Efficiency and Scalability on DS.
On the crowdsourcing platforms, monetary cost may be a more
appropriate metric of human cost than the number of manually
inspected pairs used in this paper. On the other hand, re-training
the machine learning algorithm after each iteration of manual
labeling can usually improve the overall performance of human
and machine cooperation. It is a challenging task and deserves an
independent investigation in future work.
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